
T-N-T players Pack
https://www.nashcon.org/

First and foremost - here at TNT our main rule is we don’t take things too

seriously.  Each scenario will have some random features to help all the

participants enjoy the game and time with friends. We invite you to laugh, smack

talk and drink if you want but, above all, have fun !

Army Selection & list construction:
List should be emailed to tntgtinfo@gmail.com

Army size:  2,150 points

6 games; 2 hour rounds; clocks are recommended but not required. Rounds will be on a round

clock and dice down will be in effect.

Mantic books that are allowed: Core Rulebook 3rd Edition, Uncharted Empires 3rd Edition,

Halpis Rift

The most current Mantic FAQ & Errata rules will be used. If an FAQ or Errata are released less

than thirty days prior to TNT, the TO will make a final determination to use the changes.

Allies are allowed

Allies can only be chosen from a single list using no more than 25% of the total army points . In

addition you cannot select the same allied unit entry of type War Engine, Hero (all types) or

Monster more than once and magical artefacts may not be given to any allied units you take.

T-N-T Specific Rules.
This is an open list tournament for the games, so the players must provide a copy of their army

list to their opponents at the beginning of each game. All units must be pointed out to your

opponent at the start of the game.



Models used may be from any product line or manufacturer.

All of the models used MUST be appropriate models for the units they are representing.  If

models are used as proxies, they must be easily recognized as the unit they are representing by

your opponent or they will not be allowed.

Any model that will be used in the tournament MUST be placed on display for appearance score

judging.

Please use base sizes that are appropriate for the unit the model(s) are representing.  If a larger

base must be used due to a dramatic model, use the Arc of Sight rules for the model or unit

found on page 12 of the hardcover rulebook which covers how to handle Arc of Sight in these

situations. Distances for your opponent to charge and shoot are used off of the model's physical

base.

If using dramatic basing for units, a unit is still required to have 50% plus 1, or have the majority

of the base be covered by actual models from the unit

Terrain:
Terrain will have the following heights throughout the tournament.

Terrain Feature Height

Water, crops or fields-1 (this only provides cover to units 50% within them)

Fences and bushes-2

Hills- 3

Impassable- 8

Forests- 8

Placing of terrain:
The terrain will be set each prior to each round by the players using terrain maps. Players

should come to an agreeable arrangement on the terrain per the map.  Each player will then

place one obstacle. It must be placed touching a piece of terrain or atleast 3in away from any

other piece. It can not be placed inside or on a piece of terrain.



Scoring:
TNT will be using this scoring system. W-L-D system with the option for attrition points and Manager

bonus points.

15 points for a win,

10 points for a draw, and

5 points for a loss.

Each player’s point score will also be modified based on the table below.

Margin of victory.  Add up the difference of your game points and apply.
Point difference
remaining

winner loser

0-250 o o
251-600 +1 -1
601-1100 +2 -2
1101-1400 +3 -3
1401-1700 +4 -4
1701-2150 +5 -4

Bonus points:
Each mission will have bonus points for your manager to add to your final score.

T-N-T Theme
At TNT we are a little bit into wrestling, so this tournament will be a wrestling themed event.

Awards and missions will all have a wrestling association.

Awards:

Heavyweight Title: 1st place will get a belt [Best Overall Score including battle points, paint

score, and good gamer.



Lightweight Champion:  This award will be given to the player who finishes exactly in the

middle of the pack based on their overall score. I.e., out of 50 players the player who is 25th

will be the Lightweight Champion.

King of the Ring: Is the player who has the most attrition bonus points after game 6.

Pretty Boy: The person who best exemplifies the theme of TNT will win this award. This is a

team decision between the TO’s and Todd Perkins.

Best Painted: This will be the highest combined score of the painting rubric and bonus judge

points. This score will also be used for the overall score and as the four horsemen ranking.

The Manager:

Every army will use a free character to be its “manager.” Rules for the manager are provided

below.  The manager does not count towards your 2150 and will be used in the missions.

Manager stats and rules

Peor “2020” Año

SP Me Ra De At H N
6 3+ - 5+ 4 2 -/14
Managers Special, Can it get any Worse, Individual, Very Inspiring, Elite, Vicious, Mighty, Wild

Charge (D3)

Can it get any Worse: Blast D3, CS 2

The Manager Special: The manager can cast Managers Special on a unit within 12 inches, on

the next nv roll for that unit the caster can select one dice to be rerolled. If this reroll causes a

reroll as a result of inspiring or other factor, then the caster can choose a new dice to be

rerolled on the reroll. This can be cast on a friendly or enemy unit.

Missions:
Missions from the main rule book and clash of kings 2020 with modifications to reflect the

wrestling theme will be used.  All rounds are 2 hours with a stop time that will be enforced.

Down dice will be called and we hope to get the players’ scores promptly.

Schedule
Saturday
Registration TBD



Starting  of the day TBD
Round 1 TBD
Round 2 TBD
lunch TBD
Round 3 TBD
Round 4 TBD

Sunday
Round 5 TBD
Round 6 TBD
Lunch TBD
Awards TBD


